BEST-SELLING HEAD COVERS FOR '55!

New

CONTOUR COVERS of IMPORTED CAPESKIN

No. 44-C PRO-GRIP head covers built to the shape of the club. For the price definitely the finest head covers on the market—made 100% from imported Capeskin and lined with heavy flannel. It'll pay to feature these in '55!

“WAR-MUP” HEAD COVERS INDIVIDUALLY AND IN SETS

Used and recommended by leading playing pros as the easiest way to improve the golf swing. A snap of the strap makes a weighted training club—to strengthen the wrist and to develop hand action, pivot and follow-through. Weights are removable to suit individual needs or for use as a regular head cover. Terrific sales appeal! Exclusive with PRO-GRIP under U.S. Patent No. 2,676,803. Available in sets or individually.

No. 52-L (RIGHT) Unusually attractive combination of leather and Skinner's Tackle-Twill (remember—if it isn’t Skinner’s, it isn’t genuine Tackle-Twill!). This is a newly-designed head cover with a lot of style, color, durability and sales-appeal.

No. 55 (LEFT) Here’s the club head cover for the golfer who demands the very best! This is truly an outstanding model—genuine cream color cowhide, heavy weight but soft and pliable. Trimmed in colorful red, green or blue.

No. 62-M Just the set for the man who wants a low-priced head cover! Unusually attractive combination of leather and water-repellent plaid fabric. Lined with heavy flannel.

PLAYER’S NAME OR CLUB NAME EMBOSSED IN 24 CARAT GOLD AT NO EXTRA COST.

No. 18 PRO-GRIP’s famous Calfskin Pouch has all kinds of room for cigarettes, lighter, tees, score card, etc. Comes with matching coin purse... available with or without leather-lined calfskin belt. Natural color with red, green or brown trim.
YES, it's new from core to cover! Only its established name remains the same! The new super-charged Sweet Shot has new life, gives your golfers more distance. It has an improved liquid center. This is dyna-tension wound, for perfect balance and uniform high compression, with thread specially treated by a new, exclusive Worthington process. And the 1955 Sweet Shot even sports an entirely new cover—thin, but extremely durable—still another in the long list of Worthington developments for better golf!

Test this new Sweet Shot yourself. One round will convince you that here is the ball you should recommend to your better golfers!

ADVERTISED AND SOLD EXCLUSIVELY PRO!

THE WORTHINGTON BALL COMPANY • ELYRIA, OHIO
Golf professionals can get a lot of satisfaction and guidance from the figures on sports goods sales in 1954, as recently released by the Athletic Goods Manufacturers Assn.

The Association figures showed that golf equipment accounted for $51,263,963 (at factory selling price including excise tax) out of a total sports goods reported volume of $132,379,773.

The golf business represented about 38 per cent of the total of the 1954 sales made by the 73 members who include all the leading manufacturers of sports goods.

This sales scorecard in detail should have considerable study by every businessman professional. It shows that the pros are doing a tremendous business; so big that they've got to keep making use of every advantage they have in their authoritative position with golfers, their strategic sales outlets, and their knowledge of what merchandising methods score best with golfers.

Other retailers aren't going to look at golf's position in sports goods marketing without wanting plenty of the golf business. The warning doesn't have to be spelled out for any pro with business brains. Competition is going to continue to be keen. So the professional simply will have to continue his solid progress as a merchant.

Box Score Shows Golf Tops

A table of athletic and sporting goods sales for the past six years appears on the following page. It should be thoughtfully considered by every selling professional.

The figures are in factory selling prices including excise tax. The jobbers' and other distributors' and retailers' figures are not shown.

Record years in the respective divisions of merchandise are underlined.

"Athletic shoes" do not include golf shoes. The biggest athletic shoe item was ice skating shoes, with 758,485 pairs. Baseball was next with 707,507 pairs, then came football with 406,552 pairs.

Nor does "athletic clothing" include apparel items sold in large volume in pro shops.

Golf didn't show the biggest sales gain percentage in 1954 over 1953. That was made by "helmets, pads, etc." which increased 18.2 per cent.

The golf equipment sales increase over the previous year was 5.2 per cent. Tennis sales in 1954 were 7.2 per cent ahead of 1953.

Now, as you've looked at the figures and considered the gains (and losses) in the sports goods markets you can see where the pro must attend to every detail of marketing intelligence and energy to keep his percentage of increase steadily satisfactory. With the big volume in golf the percentage figures creep up slower than in other fields where there's less volume.

Pros Are Accurate Forecasters

A survey made among pros by GOLF-DOM last September forecast with close accuracy a sales increase of "about 6 per cent" in 1954 pro shop business against the pro shop business of the preceding year.

Again we want to thank the professionals who answered our queries about business in their sections and enabled us
to make another accurate estimate in advance.

Getting into details of the golf playing equipment sales report for 1954:

In 1954 golf ball sales as reported by the Golf Ball Manufacturers' Assn., representing well over 90 per cent of the entire ball production, reached 2,949,848 doz. compared with 2,716,552 in 1953.

In the highest grade balls sales figures in 1954 were 1,815,242 doz. compared with 1,711,816 in 1953. This class of ball was the most popular seller. It meant $14,447,100 in 1954; average of $7.96 per doz. at manufacturers' selling price. John W. Sproul, Pres., Golf Ball Manufacturers' Assn., says that the professionals have 71 per cent of this top quality ball business.

**Ball Sales Point Pro Lesson**

These ball figures are highly significant to the informed and studious pro businessman.

Conservative estimates, based on extensive surveys, indicate that the number of golfers increased between 8 and 10 per cent in 1954 over 1953. Offhand you might expect that the beginning golfers would favor the cheaper golf balls and that the cheap ball volume would be considerably boosted because of the large number of women and junior beginners who would be expected to account for a considerable part of the cheap ball market.

But the figures show that the cheap ball sales increased only a little more than 2 per cent than the pro-grade ball volume.

The ball figures show a strong quality trend that is particularly impressive if the pro remembers that in 1941 the top grade ball business was only about 42 per cent of the total. The cut price balls and the private brand balls sold cheap by national advertisers had pros on short end of their bread-and-butter business in golf balls.

Now the way the ball business figures

for the pros is that on the top quality balls the pro makes $4.35 a dozen. On the inferior ball, retailing for 80 cents the pro makes $2.60 a dozen. This $1.75 per dozen reduction in legitimate profit means that the pro who sells 500 dozen balls a year tosses away $875.

If the pro could compensate for this loss by increased volume or could be giving his players a true saving there might be an argument for pushing $875 away from the cash register.

But his experience shows he would be unwise to fight the pronounced general trend toward quality. The pro knows how the golfing public's psychology has put across the high quality tournament compression type of ball in giving the pro a convincing lesson on the futility of trying to buck the quality appeal. The pro also knows there's a waiting list for Cadillacs, and some people who the pro might think would have trouble buying roller skates for transportation manage to get the money to pay for the top-priced car when they can get one.

Leading pro businessmen see in the attempt to push cheap balls on pros a serious danger of cheapening the entire pro market and educate the golfing public to go for cheaper lessons, cheaper clubs, cheaper golf shoes, cheaper golf clothing and cheaper club cleaning and storage.

However, the story of the trend toward quality in golf, as in everything else, is plainly in the ball and club manufacturers associations' figures.

The figures plainly show the strength of the pro position in top quality ball sales and pro influence on the newer as well as on the experienced golfers.

The ball sales report confirms the opinion of most successful pro businessmen that this is no time for the pros to risk their market leadership by pushing cheaper balls or endangering the present

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOLF HAS BIG LEAD IN SPORTS GOODS SALES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Factory Selling Price Including Excise Tax)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1954</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseball - Softball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athletic Shoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflated Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis Supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athletic Clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helmets, Pads, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boxing Gloves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(NOTE: 1949 athletic clothing also included in miscellaneous.)*
satisfactory price and profit status of pro-grade ball business, in any way.

There's another picture in the bag sales report. In 1954 there were 570,140 bags sold; about 27 per cent ahead of the previous year. But the manufacturers' dollar volume in bag sales was $5,186,849 which was $30,942 less than in 1953.

This was accounted for by the over-all average price of bags dipping from $10.53 to $9.08. Most of the slump was due to the more expensive bags, representing more than 100,000 bag sales, dropping in average from $24.21 in 1953 to $19.91 in 1954.

The stores get a larger percentage of higher-priced bag business than they do of top-quality ball business. So here is a situation that calls for the pros taking advantage of a price drop that gives them a good chance to really cut into store business.

**Pros Direct the Club Buyers**

The club sales figures showed that the pros are the controlling factor.

Club sales increased 300,917 to a total of 4,372,162 clubs reported sold in 1954 by members of the Golf Club Manufacturers' Assn. of which Henry P. Cowen is president.

There were 2,979,746 irons sold last year; 147,813 more than in the previous year.

Woods sales last year were 1,392,416; an increase of 153,104 over 1953.

Why wood sales increase was greater than the increase in irons sales—although only 5,291 more—you'll have to figure out for yourself. Perhaps the sales of 5-woods last year, which were pretty good at a lot of pro shops, partially accounts for the showing of the woods.

In view of the number of beginners it was rather surprising to see that the ratio of a fraction over 2 irons sold per wood club sold was maintained as it has been quite uniformly since the 4 wood clubs and 8 or 9 iron clubs sets became popular.

That ratio was held although the cheapest grades of woods and irons sold in such quantities last year that the average cost of irons (at factory selling prices) dropped from $5.68 in 1953 to $5.47, and the average costs of woods dropped from $7.99 to $7.51.

However, the pro-grade of woods and irons accounted for the largest sales dollar volume in any of the price classifications. Second best sellers were the cheapest grades. The in-between price ranges, according to reports GOLFDOM got from quite a number of pros last year, present a good opportunity for pro shop sales—particularly to beginners and women—without cutting into the top quality club sales. The cheapest stuff according to most pros is going to be store business and hasn't enough margin to allow the service pros give with sales.

Furthermore, many pros can do better for the cheap club buyers, and for the pro shop business, by supplying this trade with clubs taken in trade on first class club purchases.

**Frisco Pros, Olympic Members, Say Par Will Win Open**

Richard J. Smith, chm., Public Information committee of the Olympic Club, says that San Francisco area pros who have played Olympic's Lake course since it was altered for the Open, figure that 280 (par) will win the championship.

Woods are tight at many holes, in some cases fairways are 40 yds. wide and bordered by close rough, additional bunkering by Robert Trent Jones has toughened some holes and tees have been moved back. Greens aren't any too big and are not severely contoured. The boys won't have those downstairs putts with the cups on the third or fourth steps from the bottom.

The course is in superb condition.

Smith says San Francisco fogs aren't bad in June and as the Lake course is well protected from westerly winds, morning fog won't be low enough to delay play.

Ticket for practice round, Monday thru Wednesday, the three days of the Open, and play-off, if any, is $12. Practice round ticket is $2 per day, admission for first two days is $4 per day, and for Saturday $6. Play-off, if necessary, will be $4.

**Florida Turfgrass Conference at Gainesville, Aug. 9-11**

Third annual University of Florida Turfgrass Conference will be held Aug. 9-11 at Gainesville.

The opening session will have authorities telling of new and important advances in turfgrass development and maintenance. The second session will feature management of new grasses for golf.

The third session will be devoted to "troubleshooting in turf." Diagnosis and treatment will be covered on all major phases of turfgrass disorders.
Here are the best and easiest-playing woods ever made. TOP-FLITE® registered woods are SYNCHRO-DYNED® clubs... balanced so perfectly with each other that they all swing and feel alike! It's the uniform swing-feel only Spalding SYNCHRO-DYNED clubs can offer.

Just a few swings on the practice tee will tell a prospect... these are the woods that will do more to cut strokes off his game than any others made.

Sell your customers better golf, by selling these fine Spalding SYNCHRO-DYNED TOP-FLITE woods.

New TOP-FLITE woods are now available in newly designed sets of 1-2½-3½-4½ for men and women, as well as the regular 1-2-3-4 woods, at golf professional shops only.
IN THE past ten years or so there has been a great deal of planting of mixed greens, namely Arlington C-I with Congressional C-19, also with Collins C-27 mixed in.

We heartily agree to this idea up to a certain point.

There is no question but that the most practical solution is the planting of a mixture of two or more bentgrasses which are not susceptible to the same diseases. Injury to one is compensated for by the green blades of the other, but this is only true for a given number of years.

Let us admit that there never was, and the chances are, there never will be a perfect bent grass for all environments and regions. What then is apparently more logical than to assume that one could mix two, three or even four different strains in the same green and produce a better green?

We thought so too, and six years before anyone else thought of the scheme, or at least before the idea was printed, we planted 18 trial plots of mixed bentgrass stolons of every conceivable mixture of all the better strains known at that time. Some of these plots had two mixtures, some three and some even four. Most of these plots showed up to advantage, at least better than any single-planted plot, up to three, four and five years. After the bentgrasses began to separate and after a few more years the stronger or more aggressive strains took over and in most cases the areas became practically one strain plots.

There is nothing surprising about this. It is proof of the “survival of the fittest.” Ever since the world began this battle has been continually going on, and in every case the strongest of the species won over the weaker. This is true in the sea, the forest, the weeds, the grasses, the insects, the animals, as well as in the human world. No man has ever been able to change this procedure, no one ever will.

In the creeping bentgrass family we do not know of any strains that have identical aggressiveness. Perhaps if we could find two or three of these strains maybe we could develop a green where the different strains would not occur as definite colonies but would blend uniformly throughout the green.

But how about the roots? Will they intermingle? We have come to the conclusion, but without proof, that there is a war going on under ground amongst the roots. Plants, just like human beings, have antagonisms toward each other.

Our limited observations and our experience would indicate that harmful root interactions may occur between various species of bentgrasses.

We have observed that some strains of creeping bents such as Old Orchard C-52 and Toronto C-15 have fewer weeds, clover and poa annua than most other strains.

We are inclined to the conclusion then that the roots of these two strains excrete secretions that are detrimental to some weeds. If this is true, and we believe it is, why not go a step further to the conclusion that some bentgrass roots do not like other bentgrass roots of another strain and are continually waging a war against each other and separating, which makes the plants above ground separate? We do not know the answer. We wish we did.

We do know that when we plant two or more strains together in the same green that the plants separate. Many of us who remember the old German seeded greens of 25 years ago—there are some still in existence—will attest to this. Those greens were like a “Jacob’s Coat”, with every conceivable color of green from yellow green, blue green to dark green. We can remember the round circles of patches of all sizes where the more aggressive strains were taking over the weaker strains.

Now the idea of planting the C-1 and C-19, and even the C-27, together in the same green was because these bentgrasses had nearly the same color and would not appear a mosaic turf because of wide variations in color.

As a matter of fact they do not have the same color. The C-19 has possibly
When a Golfer's all at Sea...

It's Time to Recommend Power-Bilts

When a golfer's mad as he can be—and moans and groans he's all at sea—that's the time to show him the '55 Power-Bilts!

After he hits a few with those new Power-Bilt irons the sale is all but made, Mr. Pro, and one look at those handsome, powerful woods will put them in his bag too.

Best of all—you've bagged a sale. So sell Power-Bilts—you're sure to score with your customers and your customers are sure to score better.

Hillerich & Bradsby Company, Louisville, Kentucky

Made by the Makers of Famous Louisville Slugger Bats

Power-Bilt Golf Clubs

Sold only by Golf Professionals

June, 1955
HARTFORD (CONN.) COUNTRY CLUB BUILDS ANEW

Supt. Donald H. McKay of the Hartford (Conn.) GC, proudly presents the club's new course maintenance quarters which he declares is the most modern, conveniently designed and equipped of any such buildings in New England. The club's extensive rebuilding program also features a new clubhouse which will contain, among other features, a squash court and bowling alleys. Extensive remodelling of the course and installation of a fairway watering system; parking space for 350 cars, and six tennis courts, have been other highlights of the $750,000 program. The club plans to build an additional 18 holes.

the richest dark green of all bents. The C-1 is a pale bluish green, the C-27 is dark green but not as pronounced as the C-19. As the strains become separated after a few years it becomes very noticeable. At any rate one does not have a single color green. The effect is a mottled colored green. Some people like this; we don't. We like uniformity of color in our greens.

Protection of Strain Purity

If course superintendents knew of the expense and painstaking care we nurserymen take in producing and continuing a pure, true-to-name strain by hand-picking every seed head while still in the flower stage, leaving our land lay idle a full year between crops while chemicals are destroying every bent root and weed seed, cleaning and moving our shredding machinery to a new location after each strains’ cutting, keeping our various strains so widely separated in their own nursery that there is no possible chance for the strains to mix, etc. etc., they would not entertain doubt of our dislike of mixed greens. Sometimes we wonder if we shouldn't have our heads examined when order after order comes in for two strains.

However we can do nothing about it. If our customers want mixed greens that's their business. It's our business, as nurserymen, to supply their wants. We predict the custom will wear out in a few years.

We have stated that mixed greens will separate into colonies of their own strains. We have checked this dozens of times; at least to our satisfaction.

To give a specific case, we have in mind the greens on the Burlington (Ia.) GC. This course lays between Madison, Wis. and our branch nursery at Farmington, Ia.

At least once a year, sometimes oftener, we had occasion to inspect these greens. We furnished the C-1 and C-19 stolons to plant them about ten years ago. The foundations were perfectly built and tiled. The topsoil had the correct mixture of the right kind of pea gravel, sand, peat and good cornland dirt. The material was mixed outside of the green and hauled on. It was a perfect job.

For the first three years one could not ask for better greens. Any course superintendent would be glad to call them his own. We were indeed proud of them. There was nothing but bentgrass on the greens. No poa annua, no weeds, no clover; just a tight solid mass of fine turf.

In the spring of the fourth year Mrs. Bond, who almost always traveled with me and took notes, and I, walked toward the No. 9 green and observed there was something wrong with the green. From a short distance it looked for all the world like a small field of waving green wheat just heading. The shades were light green, then dark green, then light green, etc.

On coming closer our next thought was that the green had not been mowed for a few days. But upon getting onto the green we noticed that it had been mowed that